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Introduction
Large-pr processes in photon interactions are a well-established probe of QCD [ 1 ] and provide information on the point-like interactions of the real photon. Data on inclusive 7r + [2, 3] and r~ ~ [4] production at large Pr have been shown to be in good accord with theoretical expectations. These results, which confirm the essential correctness of the dominant minimum twist terms in QCD, lead naturally to the question of whether the much smaller higher-twist processes can be detected in photon interactions. Higher-twist processes in QCD have been the subject of much theoretical discussion [5, 6] . Evidence for the observation of higher-twist effects has been found in ~N--+/a + 7r-X [7] , Drell-Yan processes [8], production of high-prp ~ [9] and r/' [10] in ~rN and pp scattering, respectively, as well as in e + e-data [11 ] .
The data reported in this paper were the same as were used for a previous study of single high-pr particles in the WA69 experiment at the CERN SPS [2] and more details are reported there. The total number of photoninduced events was ~2.10 7 over the momentum range 65 < Ev < 175 GeV/c. A total of ,,~2-107 hadron-induced events (Tr • and K -+ ) was also taken at 80 and 140GeV/c. The data were taken with a liquid hydrogen target and an open trigger was used to give a largely unbiased sample of events.
In the present paper, photon interactions are studied in which higher-twist processes are of the type 7 q~Mq, where M is a prompt 7r--or K -+ meson (Fig. la) . For Pr > 2.0 GeV/c the various contributions to the cross section are: the hadron-like part of the photon (described by vector dominance) which still makes a substantial contribution at such Pr values; the QCD minimum twist terms (in lowest order the QCD Compton process 7 q~gq and the QCD Bethe-Heitler process 7g~qq ( Fig. 1 b, c) ) which are of similar magnitude; the direct higher-twist contribution where the prompt meson M is a ~ + or K -+; and the indirect higher-twist contribution (M = p, co, K ~ K*, ~b .... ) where the final state pion or kaon comes from decay of a directly produced particle or resonance. The distribution of pions and kaons from the indirect contribution is very similar to that from the minimum-twist processes (apart from the normalization) and is not considered further. The higher-twist contribution to inclusive 7r/K photoproduction has therefore to be isolated from a large background of hadron-like and minimum twist processes.
The minimum-twist and higher-twist contributions have been calculated with the Monte Carlo program LU-CIFER [12] based on standard QCD matrix elements and the higher twist cross section formulae in [6] . Topological properties of these events are analysed in Sect. 2. The ha&on-like part of the photon was estimated using hadron beam data (denoted as h +p interactions in the following) which consist of rc-+p and K• interactions mixed in order to reproduce the strange quark content in the photon [2] . These contain diffractive dissociation processes even at high PT and are discussed in Sect. 3.
As before [2] it is assumed that the three different contributions add incoherently in the cross section, so that the photon data can be fitted with a linear superposition of the three with coefficients to be determined. Results from the fits are presented in Sect. 4.
To determine the experimental acceptances and resolutions a simulation program [13] was used to trace full events through the detector, generating digitisings for the charged particles, which were processed with the track reconstruction program [14] . Quality cuts on tracks have been used as described in [2] . The acceptances are generally high (> 80%) and flat. They do not depend on Pr. Only at high x F does the acceptance drop, due to the necessity of rejecting e + e pairs in the trigger. Since the high-x e region is important here, these acceptances have been studied in some detail. The overall acceptance is shown on Fig. 2 for the minimum twist QCD events from the simulation. In the high xF-region the measurement error in 1/p may displace both x F and Pr to a significant extent. The cuts used here, as in [2], were designed to eliminate badly measured tracks and lead to a negligible contamination of the data at all x F. For x F < 0.84, which is the upper bound of the x F range used for the fits in Sect. 4, the errors of x F were found to be smaller than the bin size.
Monte Carlo studies of tile QCD processes
To obtain an understanding of the topological nature of different types of QCD processes, extensive Monte Carlo studies have been carried out. For the lowest order minimum twist processes and for higher-twist the LUCIFER program [12] was used, which applies the Lund string model [15] for the hadronization process. A Monte Carlo sample of about ten times the photon data statistics (~ 1 pb -~) was generated.
As discussed above, the characteristic signature of higher-twist processes is the occurence of the prompt meson instead of a second forward cluster. The simulation shows that the prompt 7r + or K • corresponds to the highesL Pr particie in over 98 % of the events and that the x F distribution peaks at aFrO.8. In order to have reliable theoretical calculations and to exclude a sufficient fraction of the hadron-like photon interactions it is necessary to restrict candidate higher-twist events to those with a charged particle with PT > 2.0 GeV/c.
Because of the bias towards large x F the charged prompt pions and kaons cannot be identified in this region of particular interest by the ring image Cerenkov counter used in this experiment. Moreover, in the highertwist prediction the four individual distributions differentiated with respect to the charge and type of the prompt meson were found to be very similar and thus were merged in the remainder of this analysis in order to improve statistics.
Attempts have been made to enrich the content of higher-twist processes by the kinematical isolation of the prompt mesons from other particles in the event. 
has been studied (A ~j is the rapidity difference between tracks i and j divided by the maximum kinematically allowed rapidity difference, and Aq~ u is the difference in the azimuthal angle in the plane transverse to the beam divided by ~z; this therefore selects the particle "next" to the prompt meson candidate. A similar quantity has been used before in isolating inelastic QED Compton events
